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I. T}I]~ TAI%(4ET THEO]%Y O~ GlgNZ M.UTATION

~T is well known that geue mutations can be produced (e.g. in the spemn
of D~'osoi)hik~) by ionizing radiai~ions. There is a con,~iderabte body of
e~ddence suggesting t h ~ a gene mutation can be caused by a single
ionization, providing Jg is produced in the ge~e or its immediate vicinity.
The arguments in favour of tNs view have been discussed at Iengtl~ by
others (e.g. Timof4eff'-gessovsky et c6. ,1935) and need only be summarized here. They are:
(a) Under a constan~ inte~sRy of radiation the rate of production
of mutations is constan~ throughout the duration of exposure, and
proportion_ai to the rate a.t which'ionizations are produced per cubic
cen~imetre in the irradiated germ ceils. The probability that a given small
dose of radiagon will produce a mutation in a previously unaffected
germ cell is thus independent of whether the organism has been. pre
viously irradiated (as when the given sma.ll dose occurs towards the end
of the exposure) or not (as when it occurs st the beginming). This recur
suggests that when a mutation occurs during raclia,tio~ it is not the
eumulat~ve effect of MI the ionizing particles which have passed through
~he germ cell, but is the sudden effec~ of a single one of them. What
distihguishes the particular io~izing particle which, produces the mutation from the large number w]l.ich pass through the germ cell wittLoue doing
so is presumably that it happened to pass J~rough the gene concerned,
or its immediate vicinity. Evidently only ionization produced in th.e
"neighbourhood of the appropriate gene is able to produce a mu~atiox?.
(b). The number of mutations produced by a given dose of radiation
(expressed as so many ionizations per ore. 3 in the .organism) is not
affected by whether the hose is administered by prolonged,Jrradia{ion
at low imtensRy or short i.rradia~ion at high intensity. Ig ~s a]so independent of whether the dose is given continuously or in a series of
fractions. This result strengthens the conclusion that the mutation is
produced by a single ionizing particle. ILR were the cumulative effect
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of a ~pmber of such particles, one might expect the numbe~ of parbioIes
required to produce the e:ffect to depend on the intervals elapsing
between the arrival of the several parNcles.
The suggestiveness0f these two arguments is perhaps increased if
one contrasts the gone mutations with oez't~in other biologieM actions
of radiations, which are not due to the passe,go of a single ionizing
particle through the cells (cp. Lea, 1938). The inhibRion of division in.
tissue cells irradiated by g a m m a rays (Spear & Orimme%, 1933) is due
to the passage of a ~arge number of ionizing particles through the cells.
The proportion of cells affected is no~ proportional to the dose, l'~utthere
is a threshold dose below which no cells are affected. FurtheL the effect
of a. given dose is greatly reduced if it is administe~.:ed slowly, giving
the cell time to recover from the effect of one ionizing particle before
the next arrives.
(c) Radiations of differen~ sorts distribute their ionization through
the %issue in different manners. Gamma-rays, for instance, ionize by
means of fast electrons which pass through the material producing
about I0 ~ ionizations per cm. of their pat,h. Soft X-rays ionize by means
of slow electrons producing up to I0 ~ ionizations,per ore. of path. These
ionizations are distributed along the path of ~he electron partly singly
and partly in compact clusters of two or three, or rarely more, ionizations. In the ease of iozfization produced by gamma-rays, successive
clusters are formed at an average distance apart of about 3 × I0 -~ cm.,
a distance comparatively large on an iutranuclear scale. ]tence if
several ionizations were necessary for the production of a gone mutation,
so that the co-operative efi%ct of a number of clusters was required, we
should expect that gamma-rays would he less effective, per ionization,
in the production of mutations than soR ~-r~,ys, the clusters produced
by which are closer together. Experiment shows (Timof6eff-l%essovs]~y,
].937) that, per ionization, gamma-rays and hard and soft X-rays are
equally efficient. The indication is that a single ion cluster (and probably
a single ionization) suffices to produce a .mutation, providing of course
that it is produced in the right place.
t-Iere again, R is perhaps hc].pfaIto make a contrast between ~he gone
mutation and other actions of radiation. Fern. spores (Zirkle, 1_913.5,1937)
and bacteria] spores (Lea et a.L 1936) have been shown to require higher
doses of gamma~rays aud hard 'X=rays go kill them than of alphaparticles, showing tha~ in these cases a densely ionizing rad:iation is more
effective per ionization thau ~, less dez~se. R is probable t h a t here
more th.an cue ioniz~tion is necessary to produce the effect observed.
•
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We are interpreting f;he radiation-mutation experiments, then, ol~
{;he view t h a t a mutation is caused when a~ ionization is produced
within a certain volume v which we refer to as the target volume, and
which for simplicity we suppose to be a sphere of radius 0r. This votmue
we can looseIy identify with the volume of the gene. Remembering the
cluster distribution of ionization, we m a y say then t h a t ~,;he probabili{,y
of a mutation occurring in a certain gene with a dose of say 1000 ~'. units
is equal to the probability of a cluster being produced in volume v by
~his dose. (For a discussion of {;he cluster distribution of ionization, a~d
its importance in ~heories of the biological effect of rad~a{;ions, see Lea,
].93~; Lea at aZ. 1936, 19,39; Jordan, 1938.) 1000 r, units of X- or gammarays produces 1,71 x 10 ~ ionizations per era. a in tissue, i.e. 5-7 x 1.0~
clusters per era. a, since on the average there are three ionizations per
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cluster, The probability of a cluster being produced in the target volume v
by a dose of 1000 r. is thus
5-7 x ].0a~ ,v:

...... (t)

We come now {;o the effect of ion density. The calculation we fl.ave
just' made tacitly assumed t h a t the clusters are separated from one
another b y distances large compared with the target dimensions. I f
@ e y are more crowded together than this, the calculation is in error, and
the probability of mutatiot~ production is less than given b y equation (1,].
This m a y be seen-more clearly as follows. Let us imagine described
round each of ~he 5-7 x 10 ~4 clusters w]lich are found in 1 c.c. a sphere
of radius ~ equal to the target radius. For a mu{;ation to be produced in
a particular gene, the centre of ~l{e corresponding target v o l u m e will
have to lie somewhere within, the total volume enclosed b y these spheres.
I f the spheres do not overlap, the total volume they enclose is 5.7 × 1.0~ v,
and this is the probability t h a t the mutation will be produced, i f on
the other hand thera is some overlapping of the spheres (see Fig. 1) the
12-2
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total votume the)" enclose will be less thau 5.7 × l0 a v by a, facLor F ( > 1),
which we may term the :'overlapping factor". The probability ~ha~ a
particular point, namely the centre of the target, will fall somewhere
within the sphere complexly,,which ocoupi.es a volume 5'7 x I0 ~'~ v/F ore. a
in each c.e. is evidently 5-7 × l0 ~'~v/.Y.
Thus the proportion of mutations produced by a densely ionizing
radiation wilt, per ionization, be less than the proportion p_roduqed by a
less densely ionizing radiation by the factor Y defined as above. Th.e
factor F obviously depends on the rat,to of the radius of the target and
the mean separation of clusters in the path of the electron. If the
clusters have separation I and the spheres described round them have
radius r, it is a matter of simple sotid geometry to show t h a t the volume
enclosed by the non-overlapping spheres {see Fig. I) is greater ~han the
volume enclosed by ~he same number of overlapping spheres in the ratio
~.rrra . ~-''4"-"a_ ~-,"1
_ (16.ra 12.r~l+ Za). . . . . . .

(2)

2n practie% however, the dusters are not formed at equal intervals
along the path of the ionizing particle, but are distributed according to
~he mean free path law. If L is the mean separation of adjacent clusters,
~he probability of the actual separation being in. the range l to I+d~ is
e-~/L, dg/L. The volume ratio between the non-overlapping and the o r e >
lapping spheres thus becomes, in place of the expression (2) above,
I l=0

reducing to

F = (2~:/3)/-[1- 2 (1 - e-~e)/~:~'+ 2e-~/~},

. ..... (4)

wh.ere e = 2.,'/L.
]Pig. 2 shows this functiol~./e plotted against ~=2,r/L. As of course
i,s to be expected, 7~ tends ~o 5he value uni W .for L>>r, i.e. well separaOed
clusters. For L<.,r, i.e. densely imxiziug radiations in which the dusters
overlap to :form a column of ionization, F teJ.~ds to the value ,I~'/3L.
3.

INP'ERP.gETATION O:F qi'T:[;g NE UT.BON EXPEI~Ib:tI,JNTS O1"~ DI"~O,5OPHIL.I

gecently Zimmer & Timof6.eff-Ressovsky (1938) have shown that
neutrons p.t:oduce mutations in Droso;?)hg~a,mela.~wpcbste.r, the proportion
of sex-linked, lethal .mutations obtained being t-6 rimes less than obtained wi.bh X-rays and gamma-rays, referred ~o equal numbers of
ionizations per e.e. of tissue. Neutrons ionize by the in.termediary of
protons, which in ~hese experim.enbs t~ad a me~,m energy of l-8 × 10 ~ V.
These protons will produce on the avarage 1-1 × 10 v ionizatimas per cm.
in. tissue, or .3-7 × 10 ~ clusters per era. The mean separabiot~ of clusters
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is thus L = 9 . 7 x l0 v ore. Now the factor of 1..6 by which, the neutrons
were less effective than X-rays is clearly to be equated to the factor _Y
of our theory. But Fig. 2 shows t h a t T - l - 6 , when 2~'/L=1.¢. Hence
the target, radius must be given by 2.r= 1.4 × 2-7 x 10 -~, i.e.
radius ~'= 1.89 x t0 -7 cm.,
volume .v= 2-83 x 10 --~° era. 3,

. ..... (5)

since v ={rrr 3.
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Fig. 2. The overlapping fact.or. (The hlse~ shows the early
part of' the graph o n a n en]ai'ged scale.)

tYhat is observed in these experiments is a sex-linked lethal mutation.
There are a large number of genes in %he X-chromosome of Dros'ophila
capable of exhibiting such a mutation ; the target sizes for the individual
genes will of course differ to some extent, and the size we h a v e ea]culated
is an average for all the genes of the X-@romosome capable of giving
lethal .mutations. We can proceed furthm' by noting t h a t equation (1)
permits us to calculate the toga] ~argct volume of all these genes.
Equation. (1) as it stands gives the mutation rate for a sir@e gene of
target vohlme v. Ill experiments in which sex-linked ]ctha, I niutatiol~s
are studied, the muts.tJon rate observed is the sum of the frequencies
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of mutations in all f,he genes of the ,%chroraosome capable of exl!l])iting
lethal mutation, i.e. is
5.7 x 10~'~xEv,

where Vv is the sum of the target volumes.
Now wRh hard X-rays (for which the complication of the overlapping factor m a y be negleeted) the rate of production of sex-linked
lethal mutations is 3 °/o per 1000 r. units. Thus
0.0.3=5.7 x 10~~x .Y,v,
Ev = 5 . % x 10 - ~ c m . t

i.e.

. ..... (6)

0omparing equations (5) and (6) giving respectively the mean volume
per gent and the total target volume of all the genes in the X-chromosome, we obtMa an estimate of the number of such genes, viz.
N = 5.26 x 10-~v+ 2.83 x 10--°°= 1860.
This method thus provides a means of estimating the mean size of a
ge~e (or strictly Rs target volume), and the number of genes in ~he

TA~E I
~fu~ation
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~ -~- +
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P r o b a h U i t y of mutation
per 1000 r.
2.6 ,'< 10 -'~
0.3
0-8
2'4
l'O
6"6
2.4
:4vem~ge r~dius

Target, r a d i u s

2.22 x 10 -~ era,
1.08

1..50
2'16
1'6]_

3"06
2-t5
1.97 x 10 -~ era.

X-chromosome, by obserw~tions made only o11.sexqinked, lethal mutations in which mut, ations of di~'erent genes are not separately distinguished.
I~ shoukl be possible to cheek this method by obserwRions on the nonlethal mutations of individuai genes. Neutron measurements are as yet
no~ avMlable, there is, hoar,ever, a limited amount of published data
gb-ing individual mutation rates due to X-rays. The following table
embodies data of seven individual mubadons listed by TimofgeG
~essovsky (19.37). From 5be m.u.tation rates experimentally %und we
have calculated the target volumes by equation (1) and ,so deduced the
target radii.
The target sizes are seen to differ for different mutations, but i~ is
evident that ~,hey are on the whole very much. of the same order as the
average target size 1.89 × l0 -7 cm. deduced by the ion density variation
method. The agreement between two methods completely different ia
prJnei.pte is encouraging.
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~],. ])ISCUSSION

The esdmate of 1860 for the number of' genes in the X-chromosome
of DrosopIdb. is of tl~e rdght order of magni~ucle. Its accuracy, of course,
depends on %he aocn]~gcy of the experimental determination of the
relative efficiency of X-rays aa~d neut,rons in producing mutations, and
it is in fact very susceptible to an.y error hi. flflis ratio. Owing to the
difficulties of neutron dosimetry [he figure of 1'6 given by Zimmer &
Timof6eff-iGessovsky for the rela$ive efficiency of X~rays and neutrons
is qtfite likely to be in error by as much as 10 ~/o, and an error of this
amount would be su~cient to change the calculated value of the numbei.
of genes in the X-chromosome by a factor of 2. Our estimate of the
number of' genes in ~he X-chromosome is therefore provisional.
In addithon to maki,:g the experimental precision of tlae neutron
experiments as high as possible, it would be desirable also to have
experiments with other radiations of high ion density particularly alphaparticles. Alpha-particles give an ioniza.~ion density stitI higher ~han that
produced by neutrons, and aecoz'ding fie our ¢heor);, sholtlE[ be 5-5 times
less effective per ionization than X rays.
A further deduction from fhe present theory, which could with advantage be subjected go experimental test is the following. Considering
the individual mutations lis~ed in Table I, the mutation rates of the mostfrequen~ (+ ~-f) and the least frequent (~o-+z~,~-) are (~o X-rays) in ~he
ratio 22 : 1. The most frequen~ has, of course, a larger target vohlme
than the least frecluen% and should therefore show a greater difference
between X~ra.ys and neutrons. Carrying through the calculation, one
finds that. the mutation ra~es to neutrons should be in the ra.[io of 14 " l,
which is sufficiently different from 92 ' I go give some hope of the differonce being experimentally detectable.
5. Susr~I~Y

tt is known experimentally that the efficiency of production of sexlinked lethal mutations in D,rosop/zila meT.c~zogc~-~terby radiation is, per
ionization, less for densely ionizing radiations (neutrons) than for less
densely ionizing radiations (X-rays). A theory iS given correlating this
effect with the target volume of the individual genes. The estimate of
the target volume ob~ain.ed by riffs method agrees ~vith the estimate
obtained by me,hods already known. It i.s further shown %ha.t on %his
tlleory the experimentally degermin@_ ratio of the mutation rates for
X-rays and neutrons may be used ~o give an estimate of the number of
genes .in the X-chromosome of D'~:o~op}~c~ Usiug the experimental
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figm'e of 1:6 for t h e r a ~ o of t h e m u t a t i o n rates, the n u m b e r of g e n e s in
~he X - c h r o m o s o m e Js dedtlced ~o ])e t860.
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